“Drop the Dummy” Drill Report Card

SEASON: ___________________ SPORT: ________________ COACH RUNNING THE DRILL: ___________________

Time drill started: _________________
Time drill stopped: _________________

1. Time victim discovered (Rescuer 1): __________________________________________________________

2. Staff member’s response (check one):
   - Called for help (vocal): _________________________________________________________________
   - Called for help (phone):
   - Assessed victim first, then called for help:
   - Ran for help:
   - Other: __________________________________________________________

3. Time rescue team arrived on scene: __________________________________________________________

4. How many people responded to scene: ______________________________________________________

5. Who was contacted by phone: 911, Athletic Director, Athletic Trainer, other? __________________________

6. Time 911 was called: _____________________________________________________________________

7. Time other staff/officials notified: ___________________________________________________________________

8. Did Rescuer direct others to await EMS? __________________________________________________________

9. Time AED sent for: __________________________________________________________________________

10. Time CPR started: ___________________________________________________________________________

11. CPR started by Rescuer who discovered victim? Yes ___ No, performed by: ____________________________

12. Is the Rescuer doing hard, fast chest compressions, 100 per minute? ________________________________

13. Time AED arrived: ___________________________________________________________________________

14. Time AED applied to victim: ___________________________________________________________________

15. Who performed AED functions: __________________________________________________________________

16. Time other school staff arrived: __________________________________________________________________

17. Time EMS arrived on the scene: __________________________________________________________________

QUESTIONS:

What did the Rescuers do right? _________________________________________________________________

What could the Rescuers do better? _______________________________________________________________

What was easy to remember to do? ________________________________________________________________

What was hard to remember to do? _________________________________________________________________